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Fermat�s Principle - the principle of the shortest optical path
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Leonhardt 2002: Invisibility cloak?



Invisibility: Invisible Man versus Invisible Woman

transparency curved space



Fermat�s Principle - the principle of the shortest optical path
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Maxwell�s electromagnetism and Einstein�s general relativity

The covariant free-space Maxwell equations are equivalent to  
electromagnetism in a material medium  
(Tamm, 1924; Plebanski, 1960). 



Refraction in ordinary medium



Refraction in ordinary medium: 
virtual image depends on viewpoint



Transformation medium



Transformation medium: definite virtual image



Transformation medium

Virtual space Physical space



Transformation medium

Virtual space Physical space



Conformal

Virtual space Physical space

[Leonhardt, Science 312, 1777 (2006)] 



Transformation

Virtual space Physical space

[Pendry, Schurig and Smith,  
Science 312, 1780 (2006)] 



Maxwell�s electromagnetism and Einstein�s general relativity

The covariant free-space Maxwell equations are equivalent to  
electromagnetism in a material medium  
(Tamm, 1924; Plebanski, 1960). 
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Cloaking device for electromagnetic microwaves



Transformation optics

[Greenleaf, Lassas and Uhlmann,  Math. Res. Lett. 10, 685 (2003) electrostatics;
Leonhardt, Science 312, 1777 (2006) conformal transformations;
Pendry, Schurig and Smith, Science 312, 1780 (2006) spatial transformations;
Leonhardt and Philbin, NJP 8, 247 (2006)] space-time & negative refraction]



Turning a fugu into a flatfish

Credit: Maria Leonhardt



To invisibility and beyond

[Leonhardt, Nature 471, 292 (2011)] 



The resolution limit of imaging, established around 1870

Ernst&Abbe& Carl&Zeiss& O0o&Scho0&



Pendry�s paper



Negative refraction and perfect lens
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Xiang Zhang et al.
 @ Berkeley [Leonhardt and Philbin, New J. Phys. 8, 247 (2006)] 



�Poor man�s perfect lens��[Science. 308, 534 (2005)] 



Invisibility: Invisible Man versus Invisible Woman

transparency curved space



Cloaking at a distance
[Lai, Chen, Zhang and Chan, Phys. Rev. Lett. 102, 093901 (2009)] 

Invisible slab Invisible sphere



The Invisible Man - cloaking at a distance
[Lai, Chen, Zhang and Chan, Phys. Rev. Lett. 102, 093901 (2009)] 



Section �Perfect imaging�



Maxwell and Luneburg



Maxwell�s fish eye makes a perfect lens !
Maxwell 1854

Luneburg 1944: Stereographic projection



Perfect imaging without negative refraction
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[Leonhardt, New J. Phys. 11, 093040 (2009)] 



Feynman�s objection to the diffraction limit

Maxwell�s equations are time-reversible!
But you have to inverse the source, too.



Thermal cloaking



Thermal Cloaking

R. Schittny et al., Phys. Rev. Lett. 110, 195901 (2013)



Robert Schittny



Thermal cloaking is not just thermal isolation



“Free Space”

Robert Schittny

optics                                           thermodynamics



Simple Isolation

Robert Schittny

optics                                           thermodynamics



simple isolation                                        complete cloak

Experiment: t = 90 s

R. Schittny et al., Phys. Rev. Lett. 110, 195901 (2013)







Invisible for Diffusive Light

R. Schittny et al., Science 345, 427 (2014)



Experimental Setup

L = 6.0 cm, 2R1 = 3.2 cm, 2R2 = 4.0 cm
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Sound waves and sonar 



The deep sea 



Sound waves and sonar 



Sound waves and sonar 



Cloaking against sound waves

Nicholas Fang, 
MIT

Photo: L. Brain 
Stauffer



Earthquakes 
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Seismic cloaking
Experiments on Seismic Metamaterials: Molding Surface Waves

S. Brûlé,1 E. H. Javelaud,1 S. Enoch,2 and S. Guenneau2
1Ménard, 91 620 Nozay, France

2Aix-Marseille Université, CNRS, Centrale Marseille, Institut Fresnel, UMR 7249, 13013 Marseille, France
(Received 18 May 2013; published 31 March 2014)

Materials engineered at the micro- and nanometer scales have had a tremendous and lasting impact in
photonics and phononics. At much larger scales, natural soils civil engineered at decimeter to meter scales
may interact with seismic waves when the global properties of the medium are modified, or alternatively
thanks to a seismic metamaterial constituted of a mesh of vertical empty inclusions bored in the initial soil.
Here, we show the experimental results of a seismic test carried out using seismic waves generated by a
monochromatic vibrocompaction probe. Measurements of the particles’ velocities show a modification of
the seismic energy distribution in the presence of the metamaterial in agreement with numerical simulations
using an approximate plate model. For complex natural materials such as soils, this large-scale experiment
was needed to show the practical feasibility of seismic metamaterials and to stress their importance for
applications in civil engineering. We anticipate this experiment to be a starting point for smart devices for
anthropic and natural vibrations.

DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevLett.112.133901 PACS numbers: 41.20.Jb, 42.25.Bs, 42.70.Qs, 43.20.Bi

In 1987, the groups of E. Yablonovitch and S. John
reported the discovery of stop band structures for light
[1,2]. Photonic crystals (PCs) have since then held their
promises with numerous applications ranging from nearly
perfect mirrors for incident waves—whose frequencies
fall within the stop bands of the PCs—to high-q cavities
for PCs with structural defects [3]. The occurrence of
stop bands in PCs also leads to anomalous dispersion
whereby dispersion curves have a negative or vanishing
group velocity. Dynamic artificial anisotropy, also known
as all-angle-negative-refraction [4–7], allows for focusing
effects through a PC, as envisioned 45 years ago by
Veselago [8]. With the advent of electromagnetic meta-
materials [9,10], Pendry pointed out at the turn of the
21st century that the image through the Veselago lens can
be deeply subwavelength [11], and exciting effects were
demonstrated, such as simultaneously negative phase and
group velocities of light [12], invisibility cloaks [13], and a
tailored radiation phase pattern in epsilon-near-zero meta-
materials [14,15]. In parallel, research papers in phononic
crystals provided numerical and experimental evidence of
the filtering [16] and focusing properties [17] of acoustic
waves, including Rayleigh wave attenuation in marble
quarry with air holes displaying kHz stop bands [18]
and similar filtering effects in a microstructured piezo-
electric for MHz surface waves [19]. Localized resonant
structures for elastic waves propagating within three-
dimensional cubic arrays of thin coated spheres [20] and

fluid-filled Helmholtz resonators [21] paved the way for
acoustic analogues of electromagnetic metamaterials
[20–23], including elastic cloaks [24–26]. The control of
elastic wave trajectories in thin plates was reported numeri-
cally [27,28] and experimentally [29,30] during the last
few years, which prompted civil engineers at the Ménard
company [31] to explore potential routes toward metama-
terials for surface seismic waves [32,33] in civil engineer-
ing applications [34].
In civil engineering works, Rayleigh waves are generated

by anthropic sources, such as explosions, tool impacts, or
vibrations (e.g., sledgehammer, pile driving operations,
vibratingmachine footing, or dynamic compaction, the latter
being a ground-improvement technique that densifies soils
and fills by using a drop weight). In earthquake engineering,
the amplification of seismic waves, namely site effects,
may strengthen the impact of an earthquake in specific areas
(e.g., Mexico in 1985). When seismic waves propagate
through soft superficial alluvial layers or scatter on strong
topographic irregularities, refraction or scattering phenom-
ena may indeed strongly increase the amplitude of the
ground motion. At the scale of an alluvial basin, seismic
effects involve various phenomena, such as wave trapping,
resonance of the whole basin, propagation in heterogeneous
media, and the generation of surface waves at the basin
edges [32,33]. Due to the surfacewave velocity in superficial
and underconsolidated recent material (less than 100 m/s to
300 m/s), wavelengths of surface waves induced by natural
seismic sources or construction work activities are shorter
than those of earthquake generated direct P (primary, i.e.,
longitudinal compressional) and S (secondary, i.e., trans-
verse shear) waves (considering the 0.1 to 50 Hz frequency
range), from a fewmeters to a few hundreds of meters. These
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General relativity in electrical engineering
[Leonhardt and Philbin, New J. Phys. 8, 247 (2006)] 



Einwell and Maxstein
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